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Introduction
The highly reactive cyanide radical, CN, presents a prime target for understanding chemical reaction dynamics on a fundamental level. It abstracts hydrogen atoms from hydrocarbons, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] adds to unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds, [6] [7] and is more electrophilic than Cl and F. 8 Because it behaves so similarly to F and Cl atoms, it is often convenient to consider CN as a pseudohalogen. Hydrogen-abstraction reactions with halogen atoms have been proving grounds for techniques and theories of bimolecular reactions for many years. Even seemingly simple reactions continue to surprise. 9 Exploring reactions with CN promises to add further to our understanding of these classes of bimolecular reactions.
The diatomic cyanide radical poses both extra constraints and possibilities, however, to the dynamics of these prototypical bimolecular reactions. Moving from a spherical atom to a non-spherical diatom introduces additional stereochemical constraints. Notions such as the cone of acceptance, 10-11 a powerful idea for halogen-atom reactions, warrant an update in orientation-dependent reactions with cyanide radicals. The CN can contain rotational and vibrational energy, which can influence reactivity. The HCN product has additional stretching and bending degrees of freedom that can soak up some of the exothermicity of the reaction.
Reaction at the N end of the radical can also form hydrogen isocyanide, HNC. It is the goal of the current work to explore some, but not all, of these ideas in hydrogen abstraction from hydrocarbons by CN. In so doing, we build on our recent quantum-state-resolved dynamics measurements and simulations of halogen-atom reactions with saturated 12 and unsaturated polyatomic reactants in gas [13] [14] and liquid phases. [15] [16] [17] A lag exists in our understanding of the gas-phase CN hydrogen-abstraction dynamics relative to those in the condensed phase. Throughout the last 30 years of femtosecond laser studies, the research community has tended to adopt a from-gas-to-liquid-phase mentality in its construction of atom-by-atom descriptions of chemical reactions. With CN reactions, we are now in the curious position where the liquid-phase studies have outpaced those in gas phase. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Bulk gas-phase measurements are capable of monitoring HCN production from CN collisions with saturated hydrocarbons and provide an excellent starting point for interpreting the dynamics. [1] [2] 25 Recent microwave spectra of collisionally cooled products of CN + propyne reactions highlight the large numbers of reaction pathways and the importance of decoupling the reaction mechanisms. 6 In single-collision experiments that use non-state-selective ionization to measure scattering of reaction products, parallels between Cl and CN mechanisms have been established. 4, 7, [26] [27] [28] Without state-resolved detection of the reaction products, ion-imaging measurements provide qualitative descriptions of the reaction and the dynamical nuances of CN reactions remain opaque.
We target the reaction CN + CH4 → HCN + CH3 and its fully deuterated isotopologue as an entry point to state-resolved gas-phase studies for three main reasons. First, the relative simplicity of the reaction combined with the possibility of detecting both product fragments -HCN and CH3 -with quantum-state-specificity present the opportunity to understand this reaction in detail. Second, as mentioned above, it is a relatively straight-forward first reaction for studying bimolecular CN reactions in the gas phase. Third, the exothermicity of the reaction 2 CN + CH4 → HCN +CH3 rH0 K = -87 kJ/mol deposits large amounts of energy in the fragments, allowing us to make useful, dynamical predictions. In contrast with H abstraction from larger alkanes, 1, 18 there is a barrier to H abstraction of about 9 kJ/mol.
2, 5, 29
The empirical valence bonding method [30] [31] allows us to build a full-dimensional potential energy surface for the title reaction. The EVB method requires only a modest number of ab initio calculations to produce reliable surfaces for efficiently propagating quasi-classical collisions. 32 We have shown the utility of these surfaces in Cl + methane 12 and Cl + propene 14 gas-phase reactions and CN + alkane liquid-phase reactions, [18] [19] [20] 22 but now demand the methodology to lead rather than follow our experimental undertakings. Such studies step beyond simple assessments of minimum-energy pathways and inspect the role of dynamics as fragments collide to effect chemical transformation.
II. Calculations
There are three sequential steps in this work for simulating the reaction dynamics of CN + methane collisions: developing the potential energy surface, propagating quasi-classical trajectories, and analyzing the results of reactive encounters. Throughout this work we ignore HNC production, and doing so has little effect on our dynamics because the barriers to direct production by N-end approach and isomerization from HCN [33] [34] are much higher than the energies we consider here.
A. Potential Energy Surface
Warshel and Weiss developed the empirical valence bonding (EVB) model to describe a reactive potential energy surface using chemically intuitive coordinates. 30 In EVB, energies, and by differentiation, forces on the atoms come from a force field of additive functions of molecular motions: bond stretches, angle bends, dihedral-angle bends, and out-of-plane distortions. Further additive terms for intermolecular van der Waals energies describe longrange attraction and short-range repulsion. For CN reaction with CH4, the reactant and four equivalent product force fields, one for each H atom, form five basis states along the diagonal of the EVB matrix. Simple geometric functions of the bond-breaking and -forming distances, which we describe in the Supporting Information, couple the reactants and products. We have applied this technique to both gas-and liquid-phase reactions previously, showing excellent agreement with experimental results. 12, 14, 22, 30, 32 Most of the procedures we use for fitting the CN + CH4 → HCN + CH3 surface have direct analogies to building our Cl + CH4 EVB surface.
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Fitting the reactive surface begins with fitting intramolecular parameters for separated molecular species: CN, CH4, HCN, and CH3. For example, exploring the two bond-stretching terms and one angle-bending term for HCN involves performing three separate rigid scans along the C-H and C-N stretching and HCN bending coordinates. In each rigid scan, the remaining internal coordinates are set to their equilibrium values. In this work, Morse functions describe bond stretching, and harmonic functions describe angle bending and Wilson-type out-of-plane bending. Minimizing the root-mean-square deviation between the force-field and the ab initio energies generates the parameters for each term.
We opt for unrestricted coupled-cluster calculations using unrestricted Hartree-Fock reference wavefunctions (UCCSD-UHF) with Dunning's cc-pVDZ basis set. Glowacki and coworkers showed that reliable reaction energies for CN reactions with propane could be obtained using UCCSD/cc-pVDZ optimized geometries along the reaction coordinate and single point energies from UCCSD(T) calculations extrapolated from cc-pVDZ and cc-PVTZ basis sets to the infinite basis set limit. 18 We have modified that methodology by including diffuse functions with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and by omitting perturbative triple excitations and extrapolation to the complete basis-limit. This methodology satisfactorily reproduces the experimental value for the exothermicity of the reaction at 0 K (see Section III). We estimate the error due to basis-set superposition to be about 6 kJ/mol near the transition state, and about 1 kJ/mol in the entrance and exit valleys using the counterpoise method. All electronic structure calculations use Gaussian09. 35 The barrier height of 11 kJ/mol on the uncorrected surface recovers the experimentally determined barrier of about 9 kJ/mol, 2, 5 but this comparison neglects zero-point vibrational energy effects. Omitting the counterpoise correction in the ab initio calculations we use for the EVB fit will not change the general conclusions herein, and we use a PES that is not corrected for BSSE. Continuing the example of HCN from the previous paragraph, the preliminary C-H and C-N stretching and HCN bending parameters are used as initial guesses to fit all three dimensions simultaneously over random geometries in the dynamically relevant 0-90 kJ/mol energy range. The extracted parameters change only a few percent from their original values and the average error per ab initio point changes less than 1 kJ/mol relative to the original fit. We subject each molecular species, CN, CH4, HCN, and CH3, to appropriate scans and fitting. Intramolecular parameters from these separated scans remain fixed in further fitting to the reactive surface. The Supporting Information contains the functions and the fitted parameters for the surface.
Following our recent work using EVB surfaces to study Cl + hydrocarbon reactions 12, 14 we use the four-parameter Buckingham-Corner potential to describe van der Waals interactions between molecular fragments. 36 The initial parameters come from the CH4 + Cl potential, 12 adopting C values for N. The fitted parameters and the functional form, which is sufficiently flexible without introducing over-fitting to the ab initio points, are given in the Supporting Information.
A two-dimensional, tilted elliptical Gaussian couples the reactants and products. The
Supporting Information gives the functional form and fitted parameters. It is the same type of coupling function as we have used 14 for H abstraction from propene by Cl atoms. In CN + CH4, the coupling Gaussian takes the H3C-HCN and H3CH-CN distances as its arguments. Fitting optimizes the amplitude, center, widths of the major and minor axes, and angle between the axis of the coupling term and breaking bond. The coupling term ignores the position of the N atom, meaning that coupling strength is independent of the H-C-N angle. The EVB surface, however, faithfully represents the UCCSD energies with bent HCN geometries. We make lengthy discussion of the importance of this angle on the surface and the dynamics in Sec III, which shows the omission of this coordinate in the coupling term is valid.
Two-dimensional scans of the H3C-HCN and H3CH-CN bond distances of the full CH4-CN system in C3v geometries, with all other coordinate optimized, provide ab initio energy values for initial fitting to the hydrogen-transfer region. Preliminary explorations showed that optimized geometries in the UHF framework are displaced from the UCCSD geometries. Thus, we first used the modified BB1K/6-31G(d) prescription put forth earlier 18 to optimize geometries and then calculated UCCSD-UHF/aug-cc-pVDZ energies for those geometries for fitting the EVB surface.
Initial estimates for all parameters in hand, we fit the surface to the scanned ab initio points over the entrance valley, H-transfer region, and exit valley. This fit provides the preliminary surface that we use to run trial reactive trajectories from which we extract dynamically relevant structures and their energies. Randomized geometries are extracted from 1200 trajectories throughout the reaction path, but we ensure good coverage of important geometries. The 340 scanned and 430 dynamical geometries constitute the set for the final fit.
Parameters for isolated molecules stay fixed, but coupling and van der Waals parameters vary for the final fit. The average unsigned deviation between the UCCSD-UHF and EVB energies over these 770 geometries is 3.4 kJ/mol in the -50 to 90 kJ/mol range. As a check on the goodness of the fit, we propagate several trajectories and extract randomized geometries from the entrance and exit channels and the H-transfer region. These 100 new, unfit, dynamical geometries produce an average error of 3.9 kJ/mol relative to the UCCSD-UHF energies.
B. Trajectories
We propagate classical trajectories using VENUS [37] [38] [39] interfaced with an EVB module developed in our group. Simulations start with 5 Å separating the carbon atoms of CH4 and CN, a choice guided by our recent Cl-atom reaction studies. 12, 14 This initial separation is  1 Å larger than the maximum impact parameter for reaction and lies beyond the strongly interacting region of the PES, but also represents a compromise for computational efficiency. Trajectories terminate when the departing H is 7 Å from the methyl C, and use a 0.1 fs timestep for propagation, which we have shown sufficiently conserves energy and angular momentum for similarly exothermic reactions. 14 Methane and cyanide start with random orientations, vibrational energy equal to their zero-point values (with sampling from a 0 K Boltzmann distribution of normal mode energies), and zero rotational energy unless otherwise stated. Only reactions that have at least zero-point vibrational energy in both products qualify as successful.
The modest barrier and favorable energy partitioning lead to reasonable production rates (e.g.
fewer than 50% of reactive CN + CH4 trajectories were rejected for collision energies  20 kJ/mol, and acceptance rates were higher for CN + CD4). Impact parameters (defined with respect to the centers of mass of CN and methane) were sampled in VENUS up to a maximum value, bmax. We set this bmax cutoff by inspecting the opacity function and using the value of b such that 99.5% of all reactive trajectories are included within the sampling bounds. In principle, bmax is a function of Ecoll but we find it varies only a little for our simulations; we use bmax = 3.5 Å for Ecoll ≥ 9.9 kJ/mol and bmax = 4.0 Å for Ecoll ≤ 5.6 kJ/mol. The chosen sampling of initial conditions and the large numbers of trajectories propagated (see below) ensure that the QCT calculations provide a fair simulation of future experiments.
One intention of the current work is to predict the results of the title reaction under experimentally relevant conditions. The efficiency of both the EVB method and the relative simplicity of the reaction itself allow us to simulate it over a range of initial conditions. The current simulations are designed for comparison with future experiments using a molecularbeam machine, which has a tunable collision energy Ecoll. Thus, we attempt to span a reasonable portion of the expected parameter space in our simulations; the collision energies we study reflect experimentally tenable conditions. 
C. Analysis of Trajectories
Simulating CN + CH4 collisions to form HCN + CH3 products helps understand how the potential energy surface and the molecular structures transform collision energy Ecoll and reaction energy Ereaction into vibrational, rotational, and translation energy in the products. In the analogous experiment, we envision recording velocity-map scattering images of reaction products for various internal states. Thus, for each set of simulated reaction conditions, we sort the successful reactions by their rotational energy and vibrational energy. 18 We also simulate scattering images of the products. For any given subset, we convert the total kinetic energy released (TKER) to center-of-mass-frame velocities of HCN and CH3.
Collecting scattered products irrespective of azimuthal scattering direction is equivalent to recording a crushed scattering image, so we weight the simulated results by 1 ⁄ to extract the central slice, where  is the deviation angle between the initial CN velocity and the final HCN velocity.
III. Results and Discussion
The full-dimensional EVB surface does a remarkable job of reproducing the ab initio surface optimizing relatively few parameters. In Fig 1, we compare slices through the two surfaces, 
a. Collision Efficacy and Opacity
If we are to think of the CN radical as a pseudohalogen, we might surmise that we can use, for example, previous studies of the highly exothermic F + CH4 → HF + CH3 reaction to make preliminary assessments of the chemistry in the CN system. 41 A line-of-centers model for the probability of reaction (or reaction cross section R) with collision energy Ecoll and reaction energy threshold Ethresh predicts a (1-Ethresh/Ecoll) dependence. Previous simulation results 41 of the F + CH4 reaction show reasonable agreement with such an idea. Figure 2 shows the reaction probability freact versus Ecoll for CH4 and CD4 partners. We calculated freact as the ratio of total zero-point-conserving reactions divided by total simulated collisions; its magnitude is proportional to the reaction cross section R. Data for two subsets of simulations with initially rotationally excited CN fragments at Ecoll = 11.3 kJ/mol are also included in Figure 2 to compare the efficacy of rotational and translation energy in promoting reaction. The influence of collision energy on freact for both CN + CH4 and CN + CD4 differs markedly from the F + CH4 reaction. 41 The functions are more similar to endothermic Br + CH4 and O( 3 P) + CH4 reactions. [42] [43] [44] This curious dependence of freact on Ecoll indicates that considerations beyond the 2D surface shown in Figure 1 are necessary to understand the dynamics of the reaction, which involve many degrees of freedom. We believe these changes arise from differences between collisions with anisotropic CN and with spherical atoms. A more thorough description of these ideas appears in Section III d.
Long-range forces between the bimolecular reactants can increase the reactive cross section relative to the geometric size of the two species. Geometric and energetic constraints at the point of hydrogen transfer can decrease it. 
b. Internal Energy Deposition in Products
The large energy released in the title reaction, rH0 K = -87 kJ/mol, draws our attention for future gas-phase ion-imaging experiments. One aspect of our intention with the current work is to predict which modes and motions of the products soak up that excess energy. Even at low collision energy, there is enough energy from the reaction to populate up to 2 quanta of C-H stretching vibrations. Previous experimental studies of CN + CH4 → HCN + CH3 used photolytic generation of CN in bulk samples, 2 which generates radicals in translationally, rotationally, and vibrationally broad and excited CN distributions. That work showed production of HCN with inverted vibrational distributions, with up to 2 quanta of the C-H stretching mode, and substantial bending excitation. Time-resolved measurements in the liquid phase also use photolytic CN generation to react with larger organic molecules and successfully detect this population inversion in the C-H stretching mode of nascent HCN molecules. 18, 20, [22] [23] [24] In a molecular beam, however, we can collisionally cool both reactants before they collide and then interrogate the products under single-collision conditions. Thus, the molecular-beam experiment allows careful control and detection of the energy throughout reaction. We mimic the initial conditions with our simulations and the measurements with our analysis of the simulation results.
There are five motions we consider for energy sinks in the CN + CH4 reaction (or its fully deuterated analogue): relative total kinetic energy released into the two fragments (TKER), methyl rotation (Erot-CH 3 ), methyl vibration (Evib-CH 3 ), HCN rotation (Erot-HCN), and HCN vibration (Evib-HCN). We plot in Figure 4 snapshots of the energy deposited in these product motions for methane. Table II Each increase of collision energy allows the system to deviate further from the minimum-energy path. For exothermic atom-diatom A + BC → AB + C reactions, the common notion is for Ereaction to appear as product vibration, which is analogous to C-H stretching in HCN in the present reaction. Excess Ecoll appears efficiently as product translational and rotational motions. 10, 45 Because all four species in the title reaction, CN, CH4, HCN, and CH3, are more complex than their respective A + BC analogues, the current study provides a stringent test of the extension of such elegant ideas to larger chemical systems.
The results shown in Figure 4 and Table II agree, in general, with the atom-diatom trends. Higher Ecoll deposits more energy in TKER (black lines), but to an extent significantly less than predicted by kinematic models for transfer of a light atom. 10 Rotational excitation in the methyl product (dark blue), an unphysical notion in the analogous atomic product C, is independent of the collision energy. The appearance of excess Ecoll in Evib-CH 3 (light blue) is again an unphysical notion for A + BC, but makes intuitive sense as the collisions become more impulsive with increasing Ecoll. HCN picks up rotational energy (tan) and decreases its fraction in Evib-HCN (brown). Even at the lowest Ecoll, however, nearly all HCN products are vibrationally excited, a common feature of CN + hydrocarbon reactions 1-3, 18, 46 because of their early transition states and large exothermicities, as well as the kinematics of light atom transfer. 10 Classical trajectories for transfer of a hydrogen atom between two heavier moieties sometimes exhibit oscillatory or "chattering" dynamics in the vicinity of the transition state.
Our prior study of the Cl + C2H6  HCl + C2H5 reaction revealed this chattering in fewer than 3% of reactive trajectories, and scattering and kinetic energy release distributions were unaffected. [47] [48] We therefore did not look for signatures of this behavior in the current work.
c. Simulated Scattering Images and Product Correlations
The trends shown in Figure 4 offer a route to critical assessments of the simulations via spectroscopic or velocity-mapped ion imaging experiments. Absorptive spectroscopy experiments can measure the product internal energies, similar to previous bulk gas-phase measurements. [1] [2] 49 A single imaging experiment can determine the quantum state of one product, the scattering velocity of the products (and thus TKER), and in favorable cases the correlated quantum state of the un-probed product. These scattering experiments are underway in our laboratory and direct our analysis of the simulations.
The four lowest collision energies we simulate correspond to future experiments using counter-propagating and crossing molecular beams, with the reactants entrained in either Ar or He bath gases. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the product scattering maps for various collision energies and product internal energies for HCN from CN + CH4 reactions. The simulations are necessarily left-right symmetric, but we show one full scattering image for the highest collision energy in Figure 5 .
The simulated images in Figure 5 gather up all products, irrespective of internal energy (i.e. without quantum state selectivity). Each panel represents a different number of reactive events, as listed in Table I . Backward scattering, which we define as HCN departing to the same hemisphere as CN started (or, equivalently, methyl departing to the same hemisphere as methane started), is prominent at all collision energies. Increasing Ecoll opens up the forward hemisphere to reactive scattering, as shown by the progression from bottom to top in Figure 5 .
These forward-scattering events arise because glancing blows at large impact parameter become reactive, analogous to many halogen + CH4 collisions. 42, 50 We show in 
d. Influence of Diatomic Collider
The reaction cross section R deviates from a (1-Ethresh/Ecoll) functional form, as shown in Figure 2 . To inspect its cause, we explore the idea of the angle of the cone of acceptancea limited, but convenient, mathematical descriptor for steric hindrance. 10, 51 For a monatomic collider X with CH4,  is the deviation of the X-H-CH3 angle from 180°. The barrier to reaction, or threshold energy Ethresh, depends on , and we write Ethresh = Ethresh(cos). 10 Successful reactions are those with Ecoll > Ethresh(cos); thus  defines the angles available for reactionthe cone of acceptance. For the diatomic collider, we similarly define  as the deviation of the H3C-H-CN angle from 180°. The potential is relatively insensitive to modest deviations of . A flat potential near  = 0° has two immediate consequences: one, minimal torque to reorient the CN radical during the collision, and, two, a large cone of acceptance. 10 The angle  however, does not sufficiently define the orientation of CN with respect to the H3C-H bond. The minimum energy path involves collinear approach of the CN radical to the C-H bond, but approach with a partially side-on CN radical can contribute increasingly to reactivity with increasing collision energy. This CN radical orientation dependence adds a second degree of freedom to the cone-of-acceptance idea for an atomic collider. We use a second angle  to denote the deviation of the H3CH-C-N angle from 180°. A dihedral angle is also required to uniquely orient the C-N vector, but in the present analysis we assume the energy about this angle is isotropic and integrates out as does  for a monatomic collider. 10 In the entrance channel, at long H3CH-CN distances, the potential is insensitive to , as shown in panel a of Figure 8 . In the Figure, we plot the energy for  = 30° minus the energy for  = 0°.
There is little torque on CN along  as is the case in the coordinate , prior to reaction. Only Increasing Ecoll opens up the two-dimensional cone of acceptance. The data in panels b and c have been smoothed for clarity.
The probabilities for the two independent constraints  and  to be within their own reactive ranges multiply together, decreasing the reaction rate. The largest ratio of / 2 we determine for CN + CD4 → DCN + CD3 is about 0.01 (cf. Figure 2) where Ecoll > 3·Ethresh.
To provide a better handle on these constraints, we extract two-dimensional distributions of  , R(Ecoll) takes a concave-down dependence. 10 With the diatomic collider, the concave-up region depends on the derivative of both angles  and , inhibiting the turnover as shown in Figure 2 .
The difference between panels b and c of Figure 8 shows how these two dimensions still work in concert to enhance the reaction cross section R well above Ethresh. The minimumenergy path goes through  = 0°,  = 0°. The probability distributions in the figure thus signify the action of the geometric probabilities of  and  on the potential energy surface. The delayed opening of the two-dimensional cone-of-acceptance produces the concave-up trend presented in Figure 2 , in parallel with X + CH4 collisions. Thus much of the powerful intuition that we gain by following a line-of-centers approach to bimolecular collisions holds even with more complicated colliders, but we must be aware of new restrictions imposed by non-spherical reaction partners which impose their own orientation dependence on the reaction dynamics.
The CN-radical orientation dependence is particularly pronounced because the weak angular anisotropy in the reactants' side of the PES does not promote reorientation to a favorable reactive geometry.
IV. Outlook and Conclusions
The new CN + CH4 → HCN + CH3 surface we present uses the empirical valence bonding method [30] [31] to provide an analytical description for efficient trajectory propagation. The fulldimensional surface closely matches the 770 energies from UCCSD-UHF/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations used for fitting and it agrees well with previous experimental 2, 25 and computational 29, 40 assessments. The quasi-classical trajectory results produce vibrationally excited HCN, as in experiment. 2 Increasing collision energy deposits excess energy into relative product translation. Both outcomes agree with Polanyi's rules for atom-diatom A + BC → AB + C reactions. 45 Many ideas still carry through to CN + CH4, even though each species in the title reaction is more complex than its analogue in A + BC collisions. Simulated velocitymap images of the products provide stringent tests of the surface by future experiments.
Diatomic CN brings with it geometric constraints not present in atoms. We explore the idea of a cone of acceptance for the pseudohalogen, but add a second dimension to define the CN orientation as is collides with methane. The fundamental ideas of the line-of-centers model still hold, but the anisotropy of CN creates a broader window of collision energies over which the cone of acceptance dominates reaction probability.
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